Objective: The aim of the present study was to investigate the diagnostic confidence level of preoperative 160-slice computed tomography (CT) findings compared with that of perioperative findings about anatomic variations in the structure of the facial canal, lateral semicircular canal, and dural plate.
INTRODUCTION
Anatomical variation of the temporal bone is a significant source of concern in otologic and neuro-otologic surgery, and facial canal dehiscence (FCD) is one of the most commonly seen variations. In ear surgery, the preoperative assessment of the facial canal, lateral semicircular canal (LSC), and dural plate structures is important to avoid many complications. In patients requiring surgery, temporal bone computed tomography (CT) is used to assess the disease and to develop the treatment strategy (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) .
Facial canal dehiscence, LSC dehiscence, and dural plate defect can be seen in patients who have chronic otitis media (COM) with or without cholesteatoma. The close proximity of the facial nerve to the surgical area increases the probability of damage during middle ear surgery. While LSC dehiscence increases the risk of developing labyrinthitis, dural plate dehiscence raises the probability of spreading the pathology to the brain. FCD is more common in the tympanic segment. Having preoperative comprehensive knowledge of the anatomy and anomalies of the facial nerve (i.e., FCD) is crucial for preventing postoperative morbidity in patients who require surgery due to middle ear disorder (5-7).
High-resolution CT (HRCT) is a type of assessment in which thin sections and high-resolution reconstructive algorithms are used. Multislice CT uses very thin slices of the temporal bone, so it provides significant advantages in terms of delivering a lower radiation dose and differentiating between the bone and soft tissue in high contrast images (5).
We think that preoperative imaging obtained using HRCT is extremely beneficial for surgeons. Therefore, we aimed to assess the efficacy of HRCT by comparing perioperative findings and HRCT results (FCD, LSC dehiscence, and dural plate defects).
MATERIALS and METHODS
A total of 55 patients who presented to Afyon Kocatepe University School of Medicine Department of Otolaryngology with middle ear pathology were included in our study. Study approval was obtained from Afyon Kocatepe University Ethical Committee for Noninvasive Clinical Research on January 29 2015 (2105/02-72). Preoperative HRCT images of the patients were acquired using an 80-detector row CT (160-slice) scanner (Aquilion Prime, Toshiba Medical Systems, Nasu, Japan) on the axial plane with a slice thickness of 0.5 mm. Coronal multiplanar reformatted images with a slice thickness of 1 mm were reconstructed. Adaptive iterative dose reduction 3D (AIDR 3D) was used as an iterative dose reduction software, and Sure Exposure 3D was used as an mA modulation software for all the examinations. Two-dimensional temporal bone images were evaluated by a radiologist (MBA) with five years of experience.
Temporal bone CT images and perioperative surgical findings were evaluated using the following parameters: 
Statistical analysis
For the comparison of CT and surgical findings, cross tables were generated, and Kappa reliability coefficient (Cohen's Kappa) was calculated for each parameter. A p-value of less than 0.05 was considered to be significant. Considering the surgical findings as the gold standard for each of the parameters, sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values were calculated. Statistical analyses were performed by SPSS (version 15.0, SPSS Inc.; Chicago, IL, USA).
RESULTS
Fifty-five patients whose ages ranged from 18 to 78 years and mean age was 42 (±15.55) years were recruited to the study. Twenty-nine (52.7%) of them were women. Patient profiles are shown in Table 1 and 2. Patients who showed FCD and dural plate defects by HRCT imaging are shown in Figures 1, 2 , and 3.
High-resolution CT findings showed a moderate agreement with surgical findings in determining the presence of facial nerve canal dehiscence (k=0.430, p=0.001) ( Table 3) .
High-resolution CT findings showed a moderate agreement with surgical findings in determining the presence of tympanic segment dehiscence (k=0.412, p=0.002) ( Table 4) .
High-resolution CT findings showed a weak agreement with surgical findings in determining the presence of mastoid segment dehiscence (k=0.373, p=0.005) ( Table 5 ). High-resolution CT findings showed a good agreement with surgical findings in determining the presence of LSC dehiscence (k=0.673, p<0.001) ( Table 6 ).
High-resolution CT findings showed a good agreement with surgical findings in determining the presence of dural plate defects (k= 0.650, p<0.001) ( Table 7) .
DISCUSSION
Temporal bone CT is reported to be the most important imaging method in terms of assessing the hypotympanic region; facial recess; the condition of the labyrinth canal, which cannot be evaluated by otomicroscopy; and for the possible variations and prevention of potential complications (8) . It has a much better guiding quality for surgeons, especially for complex cases and revision surgery (9, 10) .
Numerous studies have shown various consistency levels between CT findings regarding the presence of dehiscence in the facial canal and perioperative findings, which are considered as the gold standard.
In the study by Özbay et al. (11) who assessed 50 patients, one out of four patients who was reported as having FCD with CT was confirmed during the surgery; on the other hand, dehiscence was found during surgery in five patients, despite being reported as intact with CT imaging. Gerami et al. (12) evaluated 80 patients and reported that none of the 12 patients whose FCD was found at surgery were preoperatively identified using HRCT. The study by Keskin et al. (13) who assessed 56 patients showed that facial canal irregularity was preoperatively demonstrated in four patients using CT among six patients who were diagnosed during surgery. CT demonstrated FCD in only one out of four patients in the study by Yildirim-Baylan et al. (14) who evaluated 56 patients diagnosed with COM. None of the four FCD patients were preoperatively identified using CT in the study by Tatlipinar et al. (15) who assessed 50 patients. Mahmutoğlu et al. (16) found two patients with FCD during surgery among 71 patients. These two patients were also preoperatively identified with CT imaging; on the other hand, two other patients who were preoperatively identified with dehiscence were found to be intact during surgery. Furthermore, all patients reported as intact with CT imaging were also confirmed during surgical intervention (16). Payal et al. (17) studied 60 patients who were diagnosed with chronic suppurative otitis media (CSOM) and found that CT had low efficacy in identifying FCD. In a retrospective study evaluating 31 patients (32 ears), Ng et al. (18) reported that 11 dehiscence patients were identified with CT imaging among 14 patients diagnosed with FCD during surgery. Three patients who were reported as having an intact canal were diagnosed with dehiscence in surgery (18) . Among 350 patients with CSOM, FCD was identified with a CT scan in 5 out of 30 patients who were perioperatively diagnosed with dehiscence, while surgery did not confirm diagnosis in four patients reported as having dehiscence with a CT scan in the study by Gül et al (9). Even though imaging methods had considerable improvements with technological advancement, the sensitivity of CT did not demonstrate similar progress in the same direction; various sensitivity and specificity values were reported by researchers (Figure 4-7) . Our results did not show any difference from the results previously reported.
Most studies regarding FCD reported that a vast majority of dehiscence was located in the tympanic segment. Gül et al. (9) noted that all FCD found during surgery were on the tympanic segment. According to the study by Yu et al. (3), 67 (88.2%) CT findings obtained from 76 ears were confirmed with surgery; 34 out of 38 FCD patients and 33 out of 38 intact patients were accurately predicted with a CT scan. The researchers concluded that analyzing multiplane images would increase the accurate identification of FCD in the tympanic segment (3).
In our study, 10 out of the 20 patients diagnosed with tympanic segment dehiscence and 31 out of 35 patients identified with an intact canal during surgery were accurately predicted in the radiological evaluation.
The evaluation of previous research regarding LSC dehiscence demonstrated that studies mostly focused on fistulas. We discussed LSC dehiscence since patency in the anatomical structure of LSC was examined in the present study. The best images of LSC are obtained from axial slices (19) . Ozbay et al. (11) reported 97.8% sensitivity and 50% specificity in identifying LSC fistula with a CT scan. Tatlipinar et al. (15) reported 0% sensitivity and 93.6% specificity. Payal et al. (17) reported 66.67% sensitivity and 83.33% specificity. Mahmutoğlu et al. (16) found an excellent compatibility between CT and surgical findings and reported 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity. Gul et al. (9) showed 100% sensitivity and 99.7% specificity in identifying LSC dehiscence with CT. Rogda and Hashemi (20) demonstrated that CT findings were moderately compatible with surgical observations. They reported that CT had 75% sensitivity and 87.5% specificity in identifying LSC dehiscence. Rai (21) calculated the sensitivity of CT as 25% in identifying LSC dehiscence. Ng et al. (18) reported an excellent compatibility between CT and surgical findings. They calculated the sensitivity of CT as 100% and the specificity as 96%. In our (1 1 ), 1 9 9 4 ) ( K e s k i n e t a l.
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( 1 7 Sensitivity study, 5 patients whose dehiscence was confirmed during surgery were accurately predicted with radiological methods. On the other hand, 46 out of 48 patients evaluated as having an intact canal during surgery were accurately predicted with CT. HRCT was found to be very compatible with surgery in identifying the presence of LSC dehiscence; sensitivity was reported to be 71% and specificity was reported to be 96%. Most patients with LSC dehiscence were also diagnosed with FCD (86%); therefore, it can be concluded that LSC dehiscence is considered as a risk factor for concomitant FCD. Similarly Chen et al. (22) stated that LSC fistula should be assumed as a risk factor for the presence of FCD.
Özbay et al. (11) calculated the sensitivity of CT in identifying dural plate defects as 25% and specificity as 83.3%. These were reported as 98% and 25%, respectively, in the study by Yildirim-Baylan et al. (14) .
The two patients who were perioperatively diagnosed with dural plate defects were accurately predicted with radiological methods in our study. Moreover, 51 out of 53 patients evaluated as having a normal anatomical structure were accurately predicted with radiology. HRCT was seen to be very compatible with surgery in identifying the presence of dural plate defects. The sensitivity 100% and specificity was 96%.
CONCLUSION
While HRCT and surgical findings were found to be highly compatible for LSC dehiscence and dural plate defects, the compatibility was moderate for FCD and tympanic segment dehiscence and mild for mastoid segment dehiscence in our study. The most common location for FCD was the tympanic segment. FCD was found in most patients who were also diagnosed with LSC dehiscence. The tortuous nature of the facial canal makes it difficult to obtain accurate radiological images even with HRCT. However, LSC dehiscence and dural plate defects seen with HRCT can indicate probable FCD. Being crucial in preventing potential complications during surgery, the preoperative identification of anatomical variations is highly possible with the use of HRCT. Because the course of the facial nerve is easily distinguished in the temporal bone in the event that thin-slice HRCT images are obtained, HRCT can be useful in localizing potential dehiscence.
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